
AU Librarians Meeting 
Tuesday, August 21, 2012 

 
Meeting Minutes 

 
1)  Set up Meeting Schedule for the fall semester – all  

Tuesday, September 11th – 2 pm – Scholes Conference Room, Laurie McFadden, Sec. 
Tuesday, October 9th – 2 pm – Herrick Seminar Room (106), Bev Crowell, Sec. 
Tuesday, November 13th – 2 pm – Scholes Conference Room, Brian Sullivan, Sec. 
Tuesday, December 11th – 2 pm – Herrick Seminar Room (106), Fang Wan, Sec. 
 

2) Discuss LibAnswers Implementation – Mark and Ellen 
 
Mark noted system features and benefits. He noted that our current subscription does not 
include the chat module, but that it could be added later if we’re interested. 
Springshare (the product vendor) will provide a webinar.  
 

3) Summon Implementation – Ellen and Fang 
 
Implementation is moving ahead.  LibGuides have been added to Summon and we’re waiting 
for the catalogs to be loaded.  The Aleph setup is being tweaked.  We expect that it will be 
completely configured and populated by the end of the semester.  Discussion will be needed to 
decide where the Summon search boxes will be located on the library web sites. 
Summon offers training for using our instance of the product (we’ll definitely take advantage of 
that offer.) PDA records and Ebrary records will need some special handling for Summon to 
load them directly, without sending them into Aleph first. 
 

4) Prioritization of ITS assistance for library specific initiatives – all 
 

It was agreed that Wordpress and Joomla were our greatest needs for ITS assistance at the 
moment.  E-mails are going unanswered.  MDID and DSPACE are both important, but not 
with quite the urgency of Wordpress and Joomla.  Although there is much good will on both 
sides, and monthly meetings are making our needs clear, there is much repetition of the same 
needs from meeting to meeting without resolution of the problems expressed.   
 
Ellen agreed to contact Fion MacCrea to ask for any new information from his planned 
meeting with Gary Roberts. [Ellen subsequently did this and provided the directors and 
librarians with an update by email. Essentially, Fion was instructed to do his best with the 
resources that ITS currently has, and he stated that it will continue to be challenging to find 
time to dedicate to library projects.] 
 

5) Strategic Planning – all 
 
Next session is scheduled for Friday, September 7th, 2-3:15 pm in Herrick Seminar Room (106) 
 
 
 



6) Discussion of Patron Behavior Policy – all 
 

It was agreed that this might be a useful addition to library policies.  Each librarian will edit a 
sample policy which Steve distributed and bring it to the September 11th meeting. 
 

7) Valley College Librarian Get Together – Steve 
 

Steve asked if there was interest in getting together with the Alfred State Librarians.  The 
consensus of those at the meeting was that we would like to broaden the invitation to include 
all staff from all three academic libraries, as well as inviting the Box of Books staff.   
 
Mark outlined the format of the interest group meetings which Scholes held with the Corning 
Museum of Glass Library staff on their retreat day. This format seemed to lend itself to a lunch 
meeting (11:30 am – 1:30 pm) with the Alfred library community.  Steve will check on the 
interest level of the other libraries and set something up for this fall. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Steve Crandall, Secretary of the meeting 


